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Abstract
The SHRIMP multicomputer provides virtual memorymapped communication (VMMC), which supports protected,
user-level message passing, allows user programs to perform
their own bu er management, and separates data transfers
from control transfers so that a data transfer can be done
without the intervention of the receiving node CPU. An
important question is whether such a mechanism can indeed
deliver all of the available hardware performance to applications which use conventional message-passing libraries.
This paper reports our early experience with messagepassing on a small, working SHRIMP multicomputer. We
have implemented several user-level communication libraries
on top of the VMMC mechanism, including the NX messagepassing interface, Sun RPC, stream sockets, and specialized
RPC. The rst three are fully compatible with existing
systems. Our experience shows that the VMMC mechanism
supports these message-passing interfaces well. When zerocopy protocols are allowed by the semantics of the interface,
VMMC can e ectively deliver to applications almost all of
the raw hardware's communication performance.

1

Introduction

The trend in building scalable systems has been moving
from chip-level integration toward board-level and systemlevel integration during the last few years. Using entire
computer systems as basic building components to construct
scalable multicomputers has two main advantages. The rst
is low cost because it can leverage the volume production of
commodity computer systems. The second is performance
because commodity systems track the rapid development of
hardware and software technologies well. A key question
regarding this approach is whether a system built this way
can deliver communication performance competitive with or
better than custom-designed parallel computers based on
low-level integration.
This paper describes how the hardware and software of
the SHRIMP multicomputer system interact to provide high-

performance communication and reports our early experience
with several message-passing implementations on the rst
operational 4-node SHRIMP system.
The SHRIMP multicomputer is a network of commodity
systems. Each node is a Pentium PC running the Linux
operating system. The network is a multicomputer routing network [40] connected to the PC nodes via customdesigned network interfaces. The SHRIMP network interface
closely cooperates with a thin layer of software to form a
communication mechanism called virtual memory-mapped
communication. This mechanism supports various messagepassing packages and applications e ectively, and delivers
excellent performance.
Several features of the virtual memory-mapped communication mechanism are important to high-level communication
software. First of all, protected, user-level message passing
is supported. Secondly, it allows communication bu er
management to be customized for individual libraries and
applications at user level. Thirdly, it allows user programs to
implement zero-copy data transfer protocols. Finally, it can
separate data transfers from control transfers so that a data
transfer can be done without the intervention of the receiving
node CPU; the implementation of control transfer such as
the active message mechanism [18] is an option. Our early
experience with the SHRIMP multicomputer indicates that
the mechanism is easy to use and that these features are very
important for applications to achieve low-latency message
passing and to obtain communication bandwidth and latency
approaching the values provided by the raw hardware.
The SHRIMP multicomputer communication mechanism
is a compromise solution between software and hardware
designers. Since a high-performance communication mechanism must support various high-level message passing mechanisms well, it requires close cooperation among network
interface hardware, operating systems, message passing primitives, and applications. We believe that an early hardware
and software \co-design" e ort has been crucial to achieving
a simple and ecient design.
The following sections describe virtual memory mapped
communication and its implementation on the prototype
SHRIMP system, followed by implementation descriptions
and experimental results of the NX message passing library,
the Sun RPC library, the socket communication library, and
an RPC library specialized for SHRIMP. We will show that
in each case, we can obtain communication performance close
to that provided by the hardware. Finally, we will discuss the
lessons learned and make concluding remarks.
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2 Virtual Memory-Mapped Communication
Virtual memory-mapped communication (VMMC) was developed out of the need for a basic multicomputer communication mechanism with extremely low latency and high
bandwidth. This is achieved by allowing applications to
transfer data directly between two virtual memory address
spaces over the network. The basic mechanism is designed to
eciently support applications and common communication
models such as message passing, shared memory, RPC, and
client-server.
The VMMC mechanism consists of several calls to support user-level bu er management, various data transfer
strategies, and transfer of control.

2.1 Import-Export Mappings
In the VMMC model, an import-export mapping must be established before communication begins. A receiving process
can export a region of its address space as a receive bu er
together with a set of permissions to de ne access rights for
the bu er. In order to send data to an exported receive
bu er, a user process must import the bu er with the right
permissions.
After successful imports, a sender can transfer data
from its virtual memory into imported receive bu ers at
user-level without further protection checking or protection
domain crossings. Communication under this import-export
mapping mechanism is protected in two ways. First, a
trusted third party such as the operating system kernel or
a trusted process implements import and export operations.
Second, the hardware virtual memory management unit
(MMU) on an importing node makes sure that transferred
data cannot overwrite memory outside a receive bu er.
The unexport and unimport primitives can be used to
destroy existing import-export mappings. Before completing,
these calls wait for all currently pending messages using the
mapping to be delivered.

2.2 Transfer Strategies
The VMMC model de nes two user-level transfer strategies:
deliberate update and automatic update. Deliberate update
is an explicit transfer of data from a sender's memory to a
receiver's memory.
In order to use automatic update, a sender binds a portion
of its address space to an imported receive bu er, creating
an automatic update binding between the local and remote
memory. All writes performed to the local memory are
automatically performed to the remote memory as well,
eliminating the need for an explicit send operation.
An important distinction between these two transfer
strategies is that under automatic update, local memory
is \bound" to a receive bu er at the time a mapping is
created, while under deliberate update the binding does not
occur until an explicit send command is issued. Automatic
update is optimized for low latency, and deliberate update
is designed for exible import-export mappings and for
reducing network trac.
Automatic update is implemented by having the SHRIMP
network interface hardware snoop all writes on the memory

bus. If the write is to an address that has an automatic
update binding, the hardware builds a packet containing the
destination address and the written value, and sends it to
the destination node. The hardware can combine writes to
consecutive locations into a single packet.
Deliberate update is implemented by having a user-level
program execute a sequence of two accesses to addresses
which are decoded by the SHRIMP network interface board
on the node's expansion bus (the EISA bus). These accesses
specify the source address, destination address, and size
of a transfer. The ordinary virtual memory protection
mechanisms (MMU and page tables) are used to maintain
protection [10].
VMMC guarantees the in-order, reliable delivery of all
data transfers, provided that the ordinary, blocking version
of the deliberate-update send operation is used. The ordering
guarantees are a bit more complicated when the non-blocking
deliberate-update send operation is used, but we omit a
detailed discussion of this point because none of the programs
we will describe use this non-blocking operation.
The VMMC model does not include any bu er management since data is transferred directly between user-level
address spaces. This gives applications the freedom to utilize
as little bu ering and copying as needed. The model directly
supports zero-copy protocols when both the send and receive
bu ers are known at the time of a transfer initiation.
The VMMC model assumes that receive bu er addresses
are speci ed by the sender, and received data is transferred
directly to memory. Hence, there is no explicit receive
operation. CPU involvement in receiving data can be as
little as checking a ag, although a hardware noti cation
mechanism is also supported.

2.3 Noti cations
The noti cation mechanism is used to transfer control to a
receiving process, or to notify the receiving process about
external events. It consists of a message transfer followed by
an invocation of a user-speci ed, user-level handler function.
The receiving process can associate a separate handler
function with each exported bu er, and noti cations only
take e ect when a handler has been speci ed.
Noti cations are similar to UNIX signals in that they
can be blocked and unblocked, they can be accepted or
discarded (on a per-bu er basis), and a process can be
suspended until a particular noti cation arrives. Unlike
signals, however, noti cations are queued when blocked. Our
current implementation of noti cations uses signals, but we
expect to reimplement noti cations in a way similar to active
messages [18], with performance much better than signals in
the common case.

3 SHRIMP Prototype
We have built and experimented with the SHRIMP multicomputer prototype in order to demonstrate the performance
of hardware-supported virtual memory-mapped communication. Figure 1 shows the structure of our system.
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Figure 1:

The prototype SHRIMP system.

Shaded compo-

nents have been implemented by our team.

The prototype system consists of four interconnected nodes.
Each node is a DEC 560ST PC containing an Intel Pentium
Xpress motherboard [25]. The motherboard has a 60 Mhz
Pentium CPU [36] with an external 256 Kbyte second-level
cache, and 40 Mbytes of main DRAM memory. The Xpress
memory bus has a maximum burst write bandwidth of 73
Mbytes/sec, and includes a memory expansion connector
which carries the majority of the bus signals. Peripherals
are connected to the system through the EISA expansion
bus [3], which has main memory mastering capability and a
maximum burst bandwidth of 33 Mbytes/sec.
Main memory data can be cached by the CPU as writethrough or write-back on a per-virtual-page basis, as speci ed
in process page tables. The caches snoop DMA transactions and automatically invalidate corresponding cache lines,
thereby keeping consistent with all main memory updates,
including those from EISA bus masters.
The network connecting the nodes is an Intel routing
backplane consisting of a two-dimensional mesh of Intel Mesh
Routing Chips (iMRCs) [40], and is the same network used in
the Paragon multicomputer [24]. The iMRC is essentially a
wider, faster version of the Caltech Mesh Routing Chip [14].
The backplane supports deadlock-free, oblivious wormhole
routing [15], and preserves the order of messages from each
sender to each receiver.
In addition to the fast backplane interconnect, the PC
nodes are connected by a commodity Ethernet, which is
used for diagnostics, booting, and exchange of low-priority
messages.
The custom network interface is the key system component which connects each PC node to the routing backplane
and implements the hardware support for VMMC.
3.2

SHRIMP Network Interface Datapath

The SHRIMP network interface hardware (Figure 2) is
designed to support fast virtual memory mapped communication by providing the necessary support for eliminating the
operating system from the critical path of communication.
The hardware consists of two printed circuit boards, since

it connects to both the Xpress memory bus (through the
memory expansion connector) and the EISA expansion bus.
The Xpress card is extremely simple; the EISA card contains
almost all of the logic.
The network interface has two principal datapaths: outgoing and incoming. Outgoing data comes either from the
memory bus Snoop Logic (automatic update) or from the
Deliberate Update Engine, and incoming data comes from
the Interconnect. The Network Interface Chip (NIC) is an
Intel component which is designed to interface an iMRC
router on the backplane to a bi-directional, 64-bit processor
bus. Therefore, the Arbiter is needed to share the NIC's
processor port between outgoing and incoming transfer, with
incoming given absolute priority.
Consider rst the outgoing automatic update datapath.
After the address and data of an automatic update pass
through the multiplexer, the page number portion from the
address is used to directly index into the Outgoing Page
Table (OPT) which maintains bindings to remote destination
pages. If an automatic update binding exists, then the
Packetizing hardware uses the destination page pointer from
the OPT together with the o set portion of the automatic
update address to form a packet header in the Outgoing
FIFO. The data is appended to this header to form a packet.
If the indexed page has been con gured for combining
in the OPT entry, then the packet is not immediately sent.
Rather, it is bu ered in the Outgoing FIFO and if the next
automatic update address is consecutive, the new data is
simply appended to the existing packet. If not, a new packet
is started. Pages can also be con gured to use a hardware
timer: a timeout causes a packet to be automatically sent if
no subsequent automatic update has occurred.
The outgoing deliberate update datapath is identical to
the automatic update datapath, except for the source of the
address and data. The Deliberate Update Engine interprets
the two-access transfer initiation sequence described in Section 2.2, and performs DMA through the EISA bus to read
the source data from main memory. The data is passed
through the multiplexer along with an address to select the
destination in the OPT, derived from the transfer initiation
sequence.
The incoming datapath is driven by the Incoming DMA
Engine which transfers packet data from the NIC to main
memory over the EISA bus, using the destination base
address contained in the packet header. Before performing
the transfer, however, the destination address is used to index
directly into the Incoming Page Table (IPT) to determine
whether the speci ed page is enabled to receive data. The
IPT has an entry for every page of memory, and each entry
contains a ag which speci es whether the network interface
can transfer data to the corresponding page or not. If data
is received for a page which is not enabled, then the network
interface will freeze the receive datapath and generate an
interrupt to the node CPU.
VMMC noti cations (Section 2) are supported through
a sender-speci ed interrupt ag in the packet header, and
a receiver-speci ed interrupt ag in each IPT entry. An
interrupt is generated to the destination CPU after a received packet has been transferred to memory if both the
sender-speci ed and receiver-speci ed ags have been set.
The sender-speci ed ag is set when either an automatic
update OPT entry is con gured for destination interrupt,
or a deliberate update is initiated with a ag requesting a
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Figure 2:

Software Components

Figure 1 shows the existing software components on our
prototype system.
There are two types of communication library: the
compatibility libraries and the specialized libraries. The
compatibility libraries currently consist of NX/2 message
passing, Sun RPC, and stream sockets, all fully compatible
with existing systems. Existing applications using the
standard interfaces can run with our compatibility libraries
without any modi cation. There is currently one specialized
library, which implements remote procedure call, taking full
advantage of the SHRIMP VMMC mechanism. Both the
compatibility libraries and the specialized library run entirely
at user level and are built on top of the VMMC layer.
The VMMC component is a thin layer library that
implements the VMMC API, provides direct access to the
network for data transfers between user processes, and handles communication with the SHRIMP daemon. SHRIMP
daemons are trusted servers (one per node) which cooperate
to establish (and destroy) import-export mappings between
user processes. The daemons use memory-mapped I/O to
directly manipulate the network interface hardware. They
also call SHRIMP-speci c operating system calls to manage
receive bu er memory and to in uence node physical memory
management in order to ensure consistent virtual memory
communication mappings across nodes.
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To measure user-to-user bandwidth delivered by the
SHRIMP basic library, we performed experiments using four
di erent transfer strategies. In each of them, we had two
processes on two di erent nodes repeatedly \ping-pong" a
series of equally-sized messages back and forth, and measured
the roundtrip latency and bandwidth. Figure 3 shows the
resulting one-way latency and bandwidth for message sizes
between 4 bytes and 10 Kbytes, using both automatic update
(AU) and deliberate update (DU).
The AU-1copy case involves a message copy on the sender,
but none on the receiver, whereas the AU-2copy case involves
copying on both sides. The DU-0copy case avoids copying
altogether and transfers the message directly from sender

to receiver, while the DU-1copy case copies at the receiver.
Since automatic update transfer always requires one memory
copy by the sender (instead of an explicit send operation),
the total number of copies in the automatic update cases is
greater by one than in the corresponding deliberate update
cases.
Because the performance of small message transfers is
dominated by latency, the left-hand graph in Figure 3 shows
our latency results for small messages only. The automatic
update latency for a one-word, user-to-user data transfer is
4.75 sec with both sender's and receiver's memory cached
write-through, and 3.7 sec with caching disabled (not shown
in the graph). The deliberate update latency for a one-word,
user-to-user data transfer is 7.6 sec.
The right-hand graph in Figure 3 shows user-to-user
bandwidth as a function of transfer size for all four cases.
For smaller messages, automatic update outperformed deliberate update because automatic update has a low startup cost. For larger messages, however, deliberate update
delivered bandwidth slightly higher than automatic update
because automatic update is limited by the bandwidth of the
\extra" memory copy operation. In the DU-0copy case, the
maximum bandwidth was almost 23 MB/sec, limited only
by the aggregate DMA bandwidth of the shared EISA and
Xpress buses.
4

User-Level Compatibility Libraries

The key software challenge in building SHRIMP was whether
we could deliver the raw performance capabilities of the
hardware to application programs. Our goal was to build
compatibility libraries that support standard communication
interfaces, without compromising performance.
We built user-level compatibility libraries to support three
common communication interfaces: the Intel NX multicomputer message-passing system [35], Sun RPC [26], and stream
sockets [29]. All three of these libraries are fully compatible
with existing systems, so that existing application code can
be used without modi cation. Full compatibility means that
the entire interface, including all of the inconvenient corner
cases, has been implemented and tested. Full discussions of
the three libraries are found elsewhere [1, 6, 16]; here we give
only brief descriptions of how the libraries operate in the
common cases.
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Although the libraries must meet di erent requirements,
their designs do have some common elements. We now
describe these common elements, before discussing the particular features of each library.

Connections All three libraries use some kind of pointto-point connection as a basic building block. A connection
between two processes consists of a set of bu ers, each
exported by one process and imported by the other; there is
also a xed protocol for using the bu ers to transfer data and
synchronize between the two processes. In NX, a connection
is set up between each pair of processes at initialization
time; in RPC, a connection is established at binding time;
connections are already part of the sockets model. The
details of how bu ers are mapped to create a connection
di er, because the libraries have di ering requirements.
Synchronization and Bu er Management A connection generally consists of some bu ers for transmitting the
contents of user messages, and some bu ers for transmitting
control information. To pass a message, the sender rst
chooses a remote data bu er into which to place the message
contents. After transferring the message contents, the sender
transmits some control information to tell the receiver that
the data is in place, and possibly to provide descriptive information such as the message size. Since SHRIMP guarantees
in-order delivery of packets, the control information arrives
at the receiver after the data.
To receive a message, a process looks for incoming control
information that denotes the arrival of a suitable message.
Once this is found, the receiver can consume the message
data. The receiver then sends some control information back
to the sender, to signal that data bu er space can be reused. As above, the exact details di er depending on the
requirements of each library.
Reducing Copying
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In each library, a naive protocol
would copy data twice: from user memory to a staging bu er
on the sending side, and from the connection's data bu er to
user memory on the receiving side.
The send-side copy can generally be removed, by transmitting data directly from the user's memory. Since the

source address for deliberate update can be anywhere in
memory, this is a simple improvement to make. The result
is a one-copy protocol.
One complexity does arise in one-copy protocols. The
SHRIMP hardware requires that the source and destination
addresses for deliberate updates be word-aligned. If the
user's source bu er is not word-aligned, then deliberate
update will send some data that is not part of the message.
Solving this problem adds complexity to the library, and
hence makes it slightly slower; but this is worthwhile to avoid
a copy, except for very small messages.
It is also possible in some cases to use a zero-copy
protocol. This requires transferring data directly from the
sender's user bu er to the receiver's user bu er; the senderside library must somehow learn which address the user
passed to the receive call, so an extra control packet must
usually be sent. SHRIMP does not allow zero-copy protocols
when the sender's and receiver's bu ers are not word-aligned.

Deliberate vs. Automatic Update

Each library
must choose when to use the deliberate update strategy and
when to use automatic update. Automatic update is clearly
faster for small transfers, so all three libraries use automatic
update to transfer control information.
For transferring message data, the choice is less clear-cut.
Deliberate update has slightly higher asymptotic bandwidth,
but automatic update is convenient to use and does not
restrict bu er alignment.
When we use automatic update, the sender transmits the
message data to the receiver by simply copying the data from
the user memory to the send-side communication bu er. We
count this as a data copy. Thus, every automatic update
protocol does at least one copy. The bene t of this \extra"
copy is that no explicit send operation is required.

Experiments Below, we give the results of performance
experiments with each library. In all cases, we ran a
program that does a large number of round-trip \ping-pong"
communications between two processes. The message latency
is half of time required for a round-trip communication; the
bandwidth is the total number of the user's bytes sent, divided
by the total running time. For each library, we show two
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graphs. One graph shows the latency for small message sizes,
and the other shows bandwidth for large message sizes.
Each graph shows several di erent variants of a library.
The variants are classi ed according to whether they use
automatic update or deliberate update, and according to
whether they copy the message contents zero, one, or two
times per one-way transfer. We omit the combinations that
don't make sense for a particular library.
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NX Message Passing

Our compatibility library for the Intel NX multicomputer
message-passing interface uses di erent protocols, depending
on message size. Small messages use a simple one-copy
protocol, while large messages use a more complex zero-copy
protocol.
One-Copy Protocol At initialization time, a connection
is set up between each pair of processes. In addition to bu ers
for passing control information, each connection contains a
bu er for passing data in each direction. These data bu ers
are divided into xed-size packet bu ers.
To send a message using the one-copy protocol, the sender
writes the data and a small descriptor into a packet bu er
on the receiver.
The receiver, when a receive is called, examines the size
eld of the descriptor to determine whether a message has
arrived. After the receiver consumes the message, it resets
the size eld to a special value and uses the control bu er to
return a send credit to the sender. Since the receiver may
consume messages out of order, the credit identi es a speci c
packet bu er which has become available.
Small messages require at least one copy from the receive
bu er into the user's memory. The sender may choose to send
the data along with the header directly via automatic update
as it marshals the header and data in its send bu er, saving
the cost of an additional deliberate update. Alternatively,
the data can be sent by deliberate update directly from user
space into the receiver's bu er, saving the cost of a local copy.

Large messages use a zero-copy
protocol. The sender sends a \scout" packet, a special
message descriptor, to the receiver (using the one-copy
protocol); then the sender immediately begins copying the
data into a local (sender-side) bu er1 . The receive call, upon
nding the scout message, sends back a reply, giving the
sender the bu er ID of the region of address space into which
the sender is to place the data. If it hasn't done so already,
the sender imports that bu er. Data are transferred, and the
sender sets a ag in the control bu er to notify the receiver
of the data's arrival.
If the sender has not nished copying the data into its
local bu er by the time the receiver replies, the sender
transmits the data from the sender's user memory directly
into the receiver's user memory. If the sender nishes copying
the message before the receiver's reply arrives, the sending
program can continue, since a safe version of the message
data is available on the sender side.
Zero-Copy Protocol

Performance Figure 4 shows the performance of our NX
library as a function of message size. The left-hand graph
illustrates the tradeo between a local copy and an extra
send. Values on the lower deliberate-update curve, labeled
\2copy," are observed when the sender copies data into the
header marshaling area, then sends header and data with
a single deliberate update. Values on the higher curve,
labeled \1copy," result when a sender dispatches data and
the message header with two separate deliberate updates. As
the size of the message increases, the cost of copying begins
to exceed the cost of the extra send.
For small messages with automatic update, we incur a
latency cost of just over 6 s above the hardware limit.
This time is spent in bu er management, including cost
to the receiver of the return of a credit to the sender.
For large messages, performance asymptotically approaches
the raw hardware limit, as the small message round-trip
communication cost incurred by the protocol is amortized
1 Despite

this data copying, we consider this a zero-copy protocol,

because the copy is not on the critical path.

The sender copies only

when it has nothing better to do; as soon as the receiver replies, the
sender immediately stops copying. The only purpose of the copying is
to make a safe copy of the message data, so the sender-side application
program can be resumed.
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Remote Procedure Call

VRPC is a fast implementation of remote procedure call
(RPC) for SHRIMP, fully compatible with the SunRPC standard. In implementing VRPC we changed only the SunRPC
runtime library; the stub generator and the operating system
kernel are unchanged. SunRPC is implemented in layers,
as shown on the left side of Figure 6. RPCLIB is the set
of calls visible to the user, XDR implements architectureindependent data representation, and the stream layer decouples XDR from the expensive network layer.
SunRPC
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over more data. A small \bump" is seen where the protocol
changes. For in-depth analysis see [1].
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The communication between the client
and the server takes place over a pair of mappings which
implement a bidirectional stream between the sender and
the receiver. Essentially, we implement a cyclic shared queue
in each direction. The control information in each bu er
consists of 2 reserved words. The rst word is a ag and
the second the total length (in bytes) of the data that has
been written into the bu er from the last and previous
transfers. The sender (respectively, receiver) remembers the
next position to write (read) data to (from) the bu er. The
XDR layer sends the data directly to the receiver, so there is
no copying on the sending side.

Data Structures

Performance Figure 5 shows the performance of a null
VRPC measured by varying the size of a single argument and
a single result, starting with a 4-byte argument and a 4-byte
result. Our experiments show that even without changing the
stub generator or the kernel, RPC can be made several times
faster than it is on conventional networks. The resulting
system has a round-trip time of about 29 sec for a null
RPC with no arguments and results. Of these about 21-22
secs are spent in transferring the headers and waiting for the
server. About 7 secs are spent in preparing the header and
making the call, 1-2 secs in returning from the call and the
remaining 5-6 secs in processing the header. More details
are found in [6].

It is also possible in principle
to eliminate the receiver-side copy. This violates the initial constraint that the stub generator remain unchanged.
However, in the current implementation of SunRPC, only
slight modi cations are required to the stub generator;
alternatively, the user could modify the stub code by hand.
A consequence of avoiding all copies is that the server
must consume the data before the client can send more data.
This is not a problem since the server must nish processing
the current call before going to the next in any case.

Further optimizations
The structure of two SunRPC systems: on the left,

the existing implementation; on the right, our implementation. The arrows indicate the direction and number of copies
at user level. The existing implementation also does copying
in the kernel.

We used two main techniques to speed up the library.
First, we reimplemented the network layer using virtual
memory mapped communication. Because VMMC is simple
and allows direct user-to-user communication, our implementation of the network layer is much faster than the standard
one. Our second optimization was to fold the simpli ed
stream layer directly into the XDR layer, thus reducing the
number of layers by one. The resulting system is shown on
the right side of Figure 6.

4.3

Stream Sockets

The SHRIMP socket API is implemented as a user-level
library, using the VMMC interface. It is fully compatible
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Figure 7: Socket latency and bandwidth
with the Unix stream sockets facility [29].

Connection Establishment During connection establishment, the implementation use a regular internet-domain
socket, on the Ethernet, to exchange the data required to
establish two VMMC mappings (one in each direction). The
internet socket is held open, and is used to detect when the
connection has been broken.
Data Structures

Internally, the sockets library uses a
straightforward implementation of circular bu ers in order
to manage incoming and outgoing data. For each socket
descriptor, two structures are maintained that group data
by who will have write access: incoming data (written by
the remote process) and outgoing data (written by the local
process). The incoming and outgoing structures are used to
build the send and receive circular bu ers.
We implemented three variations of the socket library,
two using deliberate update and one using automatic update.
The rst protocol performs two copies, one on the receiver
to move the data into the user memory and the other on the
sender to eliminate the need to deal with data alignment.
We can improve the performance by eliminating the sendside copy, leading to a one-copy protocol, although we must
still use the two-copy protocol when dictated by alignment.
The automatic-update protocol always does two copies, since
the sender-side copy acts as the send operation.
It is not possible to build a zero-copy deliberate-update
protocol or a one-copy automatic-update protocol without
violating the protection requirements of the sockets model.
Such a protocol would require a page of the receiver's user
memory to be exported; the sender could clobber this page
at will. This is not acceptable in the sockets model, since the
receiver does not necessarily trust the sender.

Performance Figure 7 shows the performance of our
sockets library. For large messages, performance is very close
to the raw hardware one-copy limit. For small messages, we
incur a latency of 13 s above the hardware limit. This
extra time is divided roughly equally between the sender and
receiver performing procedure calls, checking for errors, and
accessing the socket data structure.

We also measured the performance of our implementation
using ttcp version 1.12, a public domain benchmark originally written at the Army Ballistics Research Lab. ttcp
measures network performance using a one-way communication test where the sender continuously pumps data
to the receiver. ttcp obtained a peak bandwidth of 8.6
MB/s using 7 kbyte messages. Our own one-way transfer
microbenchmark obtained a bandwidth of 9.8 MB/s for 7
kbyte messages. Finally, ttcp measured a bandwidth of 1.3
MB/s, which is higher than Ethernet's peak bandwidth, at a
message size of 70 bytes. For more analysis see [16].

5 Specialized Libraries
While our compatibility libraries have very good performance, their implementation was limited by the need to remain compatible with the existing standards. To explore the
further performance gains that are possible, we implemented
a non-compatible version of remote procedure call.
SHRIMP RPC is not compatible with any existing RPC
system, but it is a real RPC system, with a stub generator
that reads an interface de nition le and generates code
to marshal and unmarshal complex data types. The stub
generator and runtime library were designed with SHRIMP
in mind, so we believe they come close to the best possible
RPC performance on the SHRIMP hardware.

Bu er Management

The design of SHRIMP RPC is
similar to Bershad's URPC [5]. Each RPC binding consists
of one receive bu er on each side (client and server) with
bidirectional import-export mappings between them. When
a call occurs, the client-side stub marshals the arguments into
its bu er, and then transmits them into the server's bu er.
At the end of the arguments is a ag which tells the server
that the arguments are in place. The bu ers are laid out
so that the ag is immediately after the data, and so that
the ag is in the same place for all calls that use the same
binding. A single data transfer can transmit both the data
and the ag.
When the server sees the ag, it calls the procedure that
the sender requested. At this point the arguments are still in
the server's bu er. When the call is done, the server sends

Roundtrip Time (microseconds)

a single packet. For large transfers, the di erence is roughly a
factor of two. This occurs because the non-compatible system
does not need to explicitly send the OUT arguments from the
server back to the client; the OUT arguments are implicitly
sent, in the background, via automatic update as the server
writes them.
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6 Discussion
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We learned many interesting things in the process of building,
testing, and benchmarking our user-level communication
libraries on SHRIMP. We now discuss some of these lessons.
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return values and a ag back to the sender. (Again, the ag
is immediately after the data, so that only one data transfer
is required.)

Exploiting Automatic Update The structure of our
SHRIMP RPC works particularly well with automatic update. In this case, the client's bu er and the server's bu er
are connected by a bidirectional automatic update binding;
whenever one process writes its bu er, the written data is
propagated automatically to the other process's bu er. The
data layout and the structure of the client stub cause the
client to ll memory locations consecutively while marshaling
the arguments, so that all of the arguments and the ag can
be combined into a single packet by the client-side hardware.
On the server side, return values (OUT and INOUT parameters) need no explicit marshaling. These variables are passed
to the server-side procedure by reference: that is, by passing
a pointer into the server's communication bu er. The result
is that when the procedure writes any of its OUT or INOUT
parameters, the written values are silently propagated back
to the client by the automatic update mechanism. This
communication is overlapped with the server's computation,
so in many cases it appears to have no cost at all. When the
server nishes, it simply writes a ag to tell the client that
it is done.
Performance

Figure 8 compares the performance for a
null call of two versions of RPC: the SunRPC-compatible
VRPC, and the non-compatible SHRIMP RPC. We show the
fastest version of each library, which is one-copy automatic
update in both cases.
The di erence in round-trip time is more than a factor
of three for small argument sizes: 9.5 sec for the noncompatible system, and 29 sec for the SunRPC-compatible
system. The di erence arises because the SunRPC standard
requires a nontrivial header to be sent for every RPC, while
the non-compatible system sends just the data plus a oneword ag, all of which can be combined by the hardware into

User-level Bu er Management Leaving bu er management to the user-level libraries was the key to achieving
good performance in all of the libraries. Super cially,
the libraries use the same bu er management technique:
transferring message contents into a large bu er region in
linear fashion, and then sending control information to a
separate area. If we look at the details, however, we see that
there are crucial di erences among the bu er management
strategies. These di erences are driven by the di ering
requirements of the libraries, and they lead to di erences
in performance.
For example, the sockets and VRPC interfaces require
that the receiver consume messages in the order they were
sent, while the NX interface does not. As a result, the
sockets and VRPC interfaces use a circular bu er for each
sender/receiver pair, while NX divides the bu er into xedsize pieces that can be reused in any order.
There are several other examples in which di erent
interface semantics led to di erent implementations:
 NX has a simple model of connection startup and

shutdown, but these are more complicated in the
sockets and RPC models. Thus, sockets and RPC must
expend more e ort on getting startup and shutdown
behavior correct.

 NX divides data into messages; sockets uses a byte

stream. Therefore, NX must provide separate header
information for each user message transferred, while
sockets can avoid using per-message headers.

 NX allows communication between a xed set of pro-

cesses only, while sockets and RPC allow communication between any pair of processes. At initialization
time, NX sets up one set of bu ers for each pair of
processes; sockets and RPC set up separate bu ers for
each connection or binding when it is established.

If we had attempted to provide a single kernel-level (or
architecture-level) mechanism to handle the bu er management requirements of all of the libraries, the result would
have been very complicated and hence slow.

Separating Data Transfer from Control Transfer
The SHRIMP architecture allows the user-level library to
choose not only how bu er management is handled, but also
when the bu er management code is executed.
In other
words, it separates data transfer from control transfer.
This is an important feature, since data transfer is
much more common than control transfer in our libraries.

Transmitting a user message requires several data transfers
(two for sockets and NX, and four for VRPC) but at most one
control transfer. In fact, it is common in NX and sockets for
a sender to send a burst of user messages, which the receiver
processes all at once at the end of the burst. When this
happens, there is less than one control transfer per message.

Interrupts Another key to high performance is reducing
the number of interrupts. Typically, our libraries can avoid
interrupts altogether. Since a sender can transmit several
messages without any action from the receiver, the sender
usually requires no action from the receiver until the receiver
is ready to consume a message, so there is no reason to force
the receiver to execute communication-library code before it
is ready.
One exception to this rule occurs when a sender wants
to transmit data but nds all of the bu ers leading to
the receiver are full. When this happens, the NX library
generates an interrupt on the receiver to request more bu ers.
This is not necessary in the sockets library because sockets
semantics do not guarantee extensive bu ering. It is not
necessary in RPC because it serves no purpose: on the call,
the sender (client) is about to wait for the receiver (server)
anyway, and on the return, the receiver (client) is known to
be in the RPC library already.
Polling vs. Blocking All of our libraries are designed

to prefer polling over blocking when they have to wait for
data to arrive. We believe that polling is the right choice
in the common case, although there are situations in which
blocking is appropriate.
Our libraries are all written to switch between polling and
blocking as appropriate. A noti cation (software interrupt)
is sent along with each update to the control variables for
each connection. When the process wants to start polling,
it asks that noti cations be ignored; the kernel then changes
per-page hardware status bits so that the interrupts do not
occur. When the process wants to block, it re-enables the
noti cations before blocking.

Bene ts of Hardware/Software Co-design Our
strategy in designing SHRIMP was to design the hardware
and software components in tandem, to match hardware
services to software requirements as closely as possible.
Several features of the current design are consequences of
this co-design.
For example, early versions of the SHRIMP hardware
required that a single send-bu er be bound to each receivebu er; the hardware could transfer data only between bu ers
that were bound together. Preliminary software designs
found this restriction too limiting, so the architecture was
changed to allow data transfer from arbitrary send bu ers.
Another e ect of co-design was the removal of a multicast
feature from the hardware. Originally, we intended to
have the hardware forward special multicast packets from
node to node, to support one-to-many communication in
hardware. This would have added signi cant complexity
to the hardware, because of the danger of deadlock. The
software designers found that the multicast feature was
not as useful as we originally thought, and that software
implementations of multicast would likely have acceptable

performance. As a result, the multicast feature was removed
from the hardware.
On the other hand, we failed to realize until too late how
inconvenient the deliberate update word-alignment restriction would be for software. Removing this restriction would
have complicated the hardware, and we are not yet sure
whether this cost would be justi ed. Furthermore, automatic
update, which has no such restriction, performs about as
well as, and usually better than, deliberate update in our
prototype.

7 Related Work
There is a large body of literature on interprocessor communication mechanisms. Most related work is in using remote
memory reference models and implementing various messagepassing libraries.
Spector originated a remote memory reference model [38];
it has recently been revived by several later research e orts
as a model to program message-passing primitives for high
performance [39, 18, 41]. All of these implementations
require explicit CPU action or new instructions to initiate
communication and require CPU intervention to receive
messages.
The idea of automatic-update data delivery in our virtual memory mapped communication is derived from the
Pipelined RAM network interface [31], which allows physical
memory mapping only for a small amount of special memory. Several shared memory architecture projects use the
page-based, automatic-update approach to support shared
memory, including Memnet[17], Merlin [32] and its successor
SESAME [43], the Plus system [9], and GalacticaNet [27].
These projects did not study the implementation of messagepassing libraries.
Wilkes's \sender-based" communication in the Hamlyn
system [42] supports user-level message passing, but requires
application programs to build packet headers. They have
not tried to implement message-passing libraries using the
underlying communication mechanism.
Several projects have tried to lower overhead by bringing
the network all the way into the processor and mapping
the network interface FIFOs to special processor registers [11, 21, 13]. While this is ecient for ne-grain,
low-latency communication, it requires the use of a nonstandard CPU, and it does not support the protection of
multiple contexts in a multiprogramming environment. The
Connection Machine CM-5 implements user-level communication through memory-mapped network interface FIFOs
[30, 19]. Protection is provided through the virtual memory
system, which controls access to these FIFOs. However,
there are a limited number of FIFOs, so they must be shared
within a partition (subset of nodes), restricting the degree of
multiprogramming. Protection is provided between separate
partitions, but not between processes within a partition.
Since the application must build packet headers, message
passing overhead is still hundreds of CPU instructions.
Old multicomputers have traditional network interfaces
and thus their implementations of the NX message-passing
library manage communication bu ers in the kernel [35, 34].
Current machines like the Intel Paragon and Meiko CS-2
attack software overhead by adding a separate processor on
every node just for message passing [33, 24, 23, 22, 20]. This

approach, however, does not eliminate the overhead of the
software protocol on the message processor, which is still
tens of microseconds in software overhead.
Distributed systems o er a wider range of communication
abstractions, including remote procedure call [8, 37, 4],
ordered multicast [7], and object-oriented models [2, 12, 28].
As above, the performance of these systems is limited by the
hardware architecture.
Active Messages is one well-known system that attempts
to reduce communication overhead on multicomputers [18].
Overhead is reduced to a few hundred instructions on stock
hardware, but an interrupt is still required in most cases.
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Conclusion

This paper reports our early experience with message passing
on our prototype SHRIMP multicomputer system. The
main positive experience is that the virtual memory-mapped
communication (VMMC) model supported in the system
works quite well.
 We could quickly implement NX, Sun RPC and stream

sockets using the VMMC mechanism. One of the
reasons is that VMMC does not impose restrictive
bu ering or synchronization semantics and another is
that it is easy to program and debug message-passing
libraries at user level.
 User-level bu er management allows us to conveniently
implement a zero-copy data transfer protocol for NX's
large messages, and a one-copy data transfer protocol
for Sun RPC and stream sockets. Traditional systems
often require two-copy protocols.
 Separating data transfer from control transfer allows
us to transfer data without interrupting the receiver's
CPU. This is one key to high performance.
 VMMC allows users to customize their specialized
library to obtain performance very close to the hardware bandwidth limit. We have demonstrated this
with a specialized RPC implementation. The software
overhead of this implementation is under 1 sec.
Good performance comes from close cooperation among network interface hardware, operating systems, message passing
primitives, and applications. We feel that an early hardware
and software \co-design" e ort has been crucial in achieving
a simple and ecient design.
The experiments reported in this paper are still limited.
We have reported only the results of micro-benchmark
experiments. We plan to study the performance of real
applications in the near future. We also plan to expand the
system to 16 nodes.
Finally, the performance numbers reported in this paper
re ect the state of the system early in its lifetime, without a
great deal of optimization of the hardware and software. As
we tune the system and gain experience, we expect further
performance improvements.
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